How Seaweed Can Fight Global
Warming
A few weeks ago, my wife and I were fortunate enough to attend
a wedding quite literally next door at our neighbors’ house.
Freed from any concern about driving us both home safely, I
was already in a mildly ebullient mood when I met Australian
Stephen Turner. Now I may be promoting a stereotype and
therefore betraying my absence of woke-ness, but I have yet to
meet an Aussie who isn’t worth hanging out with over a couple
of drinks. Call it positive profiling.
Upon meeting, we Brits comment on their lineage from 19 th
century convicts dispatched to Australia’s penal colony. They
immediately remind us of Australia’s persistent cricket
victories over England (“the Ashes”). We both chuckle at this
predictable introduction and a thoroughly enjoyable evening
follows.
Stephen Turner managed to make a discussion of seaweed
interesting without in any way shaking my association of
Aussies with conviviality. Steve is Chair of Sea Forest, an
Australian start-up founded in 2018 that aims to use seaweed
to combat global warming. Efforts to reduce Global Greenhouse
Gases (GHGs) generally focus on CO2.
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transportation sector, carbon capture and myriad other efforts
are intended to reduce CO2 levels in the atmosphere. But
methane (natural gas) is also a potent GHG. Per molecule, it
is far more potent than CO2 over a few years, but over decades
it decomposes. Scientists generally assume twenty year
equivalency between the two, meaning they assume the potency
of methane after two decades before converting it into CO2
equivalent.
Methane is around 11% of US GHG emissions, with CO2 the
biggest at 79%. The main source of methane is from wetlands
through the decay of organic waste, but it also comes from
landfills and methane leaks in the handling of natural gas.
The US Environmental Protection Agency estimates that over a
quarter of US methane emissions come from enteric fermentation
– that is to say from ruminants (mainly cows and sheep)
burping and farting. The UN estimates that global livestock is
responsible for 14.5% of all anthropogenic (human-based) GHG
emissions.
In early 2019 we pondered the impact on GHG emissions of a
worldwide phasing out of cattle – not slaughtering them but

simply stopping their breeding (see The Bovine Green Dream).
We were prompted by material supporting Progressives’ “Green
New Deal” which conceded that “…we aren’t sure that we’ll be
able to fully get rid of farting cows…” within a decade.
Sea Forest is developing a more practical and humane solution.
Asparagopsis is an edible red macroalgae, or seaweed. It is
highly invasive and attaches itself to other forms of seaweed
such as in the Mediterranean and other warm climates.
Hawaiians eat it in fish salad.

Asparagopsis is known to inhibit methane production in
ruminants (mainly cattle and sheep). Sea Forest harvests it
and produces a form (called SeaFeed) that can be given to farm
animals as a feed supplement. It is native to the waters of
Tasmania, where Sea Forest aims to cultivate it on a
commercial scale. They have found that added in very low
quantities (0.2%) it can reduce ruminant methane emissions by
up to 98%.
As Sea Forest’s Steve Turner explained, “It works thanks to
bioactive compounds that inhibit the enzymatic pathway
producing methane at the last stage of ruminants’ digestion.

When more energy is available to the animal, instead of being
spent in the digestion process, it grows faster and the whole
process is more efficient, e.g., less feed is needed.”
SeaFeed customer trials are ongoing with Australian beef
producer AA Co, Kingston Wool whose sheep supply MJ Bale’s
Tasmanian Merino wool suits and New Zealand dairy co-operative
Fonterra.
MJ Bale is an Australian menswear business that promotes its
“carbon-neutral fashion brand” because the sheep whose wool
the company turns into clothes have processed Asparagopsis
added into their feed.
It’s easy to see how this could have broad appeal. Organic
food already has a strong following. Many consumers pay more
for smaller vegetables because they like to eat food that
wasn’t produced using man-made chemicals.
Steve told me one of their challenges is convincing farmers
that SeaFeed isn’t harmful to their very valuable herds and
flocks. But assuming farmers can be convinced that SeaFeed
won’t kill off their assets, “climate-friendly” beef and lamb
could become popular. Sea Forest estimates that at commercial
scale SeaFeed would cost roughly A$1 per cow per day.
For beef cattle, they calculate that 25% of the cost of
SeaFeed would be offset by the GHG tax credit if farm animals
qualified (assume A$50 per tonne). More efficient conversion
of nutrition into energy means 20% fewer days in the feedlot.
The nutrition benefit for dairy cattle is around 11%.
The result is an inconsequential 0.2% increase in the cost of
beef. So the economics don’t sound insurmountable. They
estimate the total addressable market worldwide at 1 billion
cattle generating methane equivalent to 3 billion metric
tonnes of CO2.
Although solar panels and windmills gain most of the attention

when it comes to reducing GHGs, there is far more going on
than simply increasing our dependence on unreliable,
intermittent power generation.
Sea Forest is another example of an innovation that may change
the world. They have received numerous awards and grants in
recognition of their work so far. All of us have a stake (no
pun intended) in their success.
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Electric Vehicle (EV) penetration in the US is slower than
many other countries. Sales of EVs and hybrids reached 5%
market share last year, compared with 16% in China and 17% in
Europe. US auto ownership is among the highest in the world,
at 875 per 1,000 people.
But relatively cheap gasoline weakens the cost competitiveness
of EVs, as well as enabling Americans to average twice the
annual miles as Europeans and over three times Japan.
In
addition, Americans favor bigger vehicles. with light trucks
and SUVs around three quarters of sales. California dominates
US EV sales, with almost 40% of US-registered EVs.
Charging is an impediment to faster adoption – both access to
charging stations and the time required. Oasis Microgrids is a
start-up co-founded by a former colleague of mine at JPMorgan
who believes they have a solution.
We have no investment in or affiliation with Oasis – it’s just

interesting to see the range of initiatives that are being
pursued in support of the energy transition. Here we are, as
described by co-founder and CEO Michael Lawson in his own
words:
Oasis Microgrids has a game changing plan to revolutionize the
Electric Vehicle (EV) fast-charging model currently in place
in the United States. Able to produce its own Direct Current
(DC) electricity independent from the electric grid, our
prototype design can power multiple DC fast charging stations,
up to 300 Kilowatt Hours (kWh) each, concurrently.

DC power is produced using natural gas, or renewable natural
gas where adequate supplies are available, via patented
technology. We expect California will maintain support for
natural gas where it supplies industries that are hard to
electrify. When combined with carbon capture, we envision our
carbon neutral fast-charger offering will proliferate
nationally, supporting higher EV adoption rates. Carbon
credits should offset the costs of capture and sequestration.
At Oasis we believe that locally produced DC using natural gas
will be a cost-effective solution to compete favorably with

utility connected and renewables-based EV fast-chargers.
The outputs of the Oasis design are DC power, CO2 and almost
pure distilled water.
Oasis Microgrids anticipates that a
single 6.5 Megawatt Hours (mWh) facility will produce about
1,500 metric tons of CO2 for sequestration and over 140-acre
feet of water, enough to supply around 75 households.

Most EV owners state slow public charging with uneven
availability as the reason their next auto purchase will not
be an electric vehicle. As we see it, the headwind against
fast charging is clearly the limitation of the electrical
grid. A single DC fast charging station comparable to our 300
kWh fast charger requires a 600-amp service which is radically
challenging when the grid barely has enough electrical
capacity to keep industry and air conditioners running right
now.
California recently passed legislation that eliminates sales
of internal combustion engine cars by 2035. Experts agree the
state will need to at least double the current electric power
supply to meet the increase in EV charging alone. Pursuing
total electrification in the residential sector will require

further expansion of the electrical grid – a most costly
endeavor.
Every community and lifestyle will benefit from our network of
green, convenient, reliable and grid-independent DC fast
charging stations.
And with our plan to include food,
services and amenities in these stand-alone locations we plan
to recharge you while your car is recharging too.
Fleet charging for companies with large distribution networks,
including Amazon, Walmart, FedEx and the USPS, are another
potential source of demand for Oasis.

We thought this presented an interesting perspective of the
type of innovation that is going on in support of
electrification.
To learn more, visit their website (oasismicrogrids.com)

Energy Policies Will Drive
Business From Europe
Poland has stopped producing fertilizer. Natural gas is a key
input into the production of nitrogen-based fertilizers such
as urea and Urea Ammonium Nitrate (UAN). The European energy
crisis has rendered their manufacture uncommercial because of
high natural gas prices, which are likely to persist for at
least another year or so. Poland produces 6 million tons
annually. Elsewhere in eastern Europe another 3 million tons
of capacity is idle. In aggregate, 20% of Europe’s fertilizer

production is shut down.
That fertilizer production will still be needed. Last year
Russia was the world’s biggest exporter of fertilizer, with a
15% market share. That should presumably drop with sanctions,
although countries like India (#3 importer) will probably
value feeding their population more highly. The US was #5
exporter with a 5% market share.

CF Industries has been a beneficiary of America’s comparative
advantage in energy availability.
Zinc production throughout the EU has ben curtailed or stopped
completely. Dutch company Nyrstar, the world’s biggest
producer of zinc, has stopped output. 50% of primary aluminum
production has ceased. Goldman Sachs estimates that 40% of
Europe’s industry, “is at risk of permanent rationalization.”
Arcelor Mittal, Europe’s largest steelmaker, is idling blast
furnaces in Germany. Alocoa has cut a third of its aluminum
production in Norway. Hakle, a German makes of toilet rolls,
is insolvent.

European winter storage levels of natural gas are on pace to
be normal, thanks to conservation and increased shipments of
Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG). But analysts warn that
replenishing stocks next year will require 20% more natural
gas than usual. This will present a potentially bigger
challenge, since the partial supplies received from Russia in
2022 won’t be repeated in 2023.

This is why the EU is scrambling to add LNG import capacity.
Germany has leased its fifth Floating Storage and
Regassification Unit (FSRU). These vessels convert LNG from
the chilled form in which it’s transported back into a usable
state. They can be deployed relatively quickly, but have less
capacity than a land-based, permanent LNG import facility.
These can take three years or more to build. Italy hopes to
build one by next year, with the government bypassing the
normal permitting process, provoking fierce opposition from
the local community.
The approach of EU policymakers to the energy crisis continues
to regard it as a brief diversion on the way to a 55%
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions (versus 1990). As a

result, they have been reluctant to sign the 20-year LNG
supply agreements that are common in the industry. Asian
buyers have not hesitated, spurred on by the recognition that
they face a new competitor.
Morgan Stanley calculates that agreements totaling over 60
Million Metric Tonnes per annum (MTpa) have been signed since
Russia’s invasion in February. European buyers represent just
11 MTpa of this. The Dutch gasfield in Groningen is still
scheduled to close by 2024, even though analysts believe it
could provide up to half the gas Russia used to supply.
European manufacturers will respond to the energy crisis by
overhauling their operations to use less energy. The region’s
shift to renewables will receive a further boost from improved
relative pricing. But manufacturing will also leave for other
parts of the world where energy is cheaper and policies more
supportive.
Svein Tore Holsether, chief executive of Norwegian fertilizer
giant Yara International ASA, likes the “lower energy prices
or green incentives currently offered in the U.S.”
Dutch chemicals firm OCI recently announced plans to expand
its ammonia plant in Texas. They plan to use “blue” hydrogen,
which is derived from natural gas. They further intend to
capture the CO2 emitted in the process, claiming tax credits
in the recently passed Inflation Reduction Act (IRA).
No Republican voted for the IRA in either the House or Senate,
where VP Kamala Harris had to vote to ensure its passage. It’s
ironic that many corporations believe the 45Q tax credits for
carbon capture and sequestration are enough to pursue new
business initiatives. This includes several midstream
companies, generally a group that votes Republican (see
Earnings and Pending Legislation Good For Pipelines).
The US stands to benefit from Europe’s energy crisis. It’s
likely that manufacturing will receive a boost in parts of the

country that offer easy access to energy and a pro-business
climate. New England, whose energy policies look decidedly
European, is unlikely to be a sought-after destination.
Opposition to natural gas pipelines means they regularly
import LNG at global rates, now enduring further competition
from new European buyers (see Incoherent Energy Policies).
But many other parts of the US including southern states are
set to benefit. This should add to demand for domestic natural
gas. It shows that energy policy can make a difference.
.
,

Incoherent Energy Policies
Recently Chevron’s CEO Mike Wirth gave an interview in the
Financial Times where he explained why blame for the current
energy crunch lies squarely with western governments and the
poorly conceived policies they have followed. To varying
degrees they have assumed a painless pivot away from fossil
fuels before alternative sources are ready. Germany and
California are the best examples of this.
But New England’s grid operator, ISO New England Inc., has
also warned of “rolling blackouts” if an unusually cold winter
places too much strain on generation. The region is having to
compete with European buyers of Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG),
because they’ve blocked new natural gas pipelines that would
allow access to some of the world’s cheapest gas in
Pennsylvania. ISO has tried to tap into hydropower from
Quebec, but New Hampshire refuses to allow the construction of
transmission lines. Environmental extremists may be

passionate, but their efforts are hardly synchronized.
Mike Wirth said that The Biden administration had entered
office with a “very clear agenda . . . to make it more
difficult for our industry to deliver energy to our
customers”.
“If people want to stop driving, stop flying . . . that’s a
choice for society,” Wirth added. “I don’t think most people
want to move backwards in terms of their quality of their
life . . . our products enable that.” He dismissed the White
House response to the energy crisis as “all tactical.”
Energy companies have responded to poorly conceived policies
by spending less. This has improved returns for investors.
Wells Fargo produced a detailed analysis showing Returns On
Invested Capital (ROIC) by company and time period for
midstream energy infrastructure. The 2017 five year trailing
median ROIC for companies in the sector was 8.6%, reflecting
in some cases overbuilding of capacity. They estimate the
median trailing ROIC will have improved to 11.8% by year’s
end.
These improved metrics show the result of improved capital
discipline.
Returns vary widely. Cheniere is expected to exceed 30%, an
extraordinary result for such a big company. Targa Resources,
recently added to the S&P500, is a high performer along with
widely respected Enterprise Products Partners and the
perennial favorite of many financial advisors, Energy
Transfer.
Kinder Morgan has a poor record of investment returns,
something we raised with them directly in early 2020, just
before Covid overwhelmed any thoughtful investment analysis
(see Kinder Morgan’s Slick Numeracy and Kinder Morgan Responds
to our Recent Criticism).

Plains All American is another laggard. They overbuilt crude
pipeline capacity out of the Permian in west Texas.
Investor returns are generated when companies’ ROIC exceeds
their Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC). Wells Fargo
finds that the median spread between the two was 2.3% for the
five years through 2021, a figure that will likely exceed 2.5%
this year. Crestwood Partners is the big winner on this scale
with a trailing five-year ROIC of 58.8% and a spread over
their WACC of 46.7%. However, they’re expected to drop to a
more pedestrian 15% ROIC this year. Cheniere achieved a spread
of 10.9% for their MLP and 9.7% at the parent c-corp. Laggards
include Kinder Morgan and Plains All American, with a negative
spread between ROIC and WACC of –4.4% and –12.4% respectively.

These figures are driving the strong relative performance of
the pipeline sector. They represent the tangible result of
more selective allocation of capital to new projects. Although
we often flippantly acknowledge the assistance climate
extremists have provided by blocking most new infrastructure,
investors also tired of the overbuild that characterized too
much of the shale revolution. Oilmen have in their DNA a

desire to drill holes – sometimes this rubs off on their
midstream cousins. The current fashion for parsimonious
capital allocation is working out well.
I’ve spent the past couple of days seeing clients in New
Orleans and in the Florida panhandle. Energy investing comes
naturally in this part of the country. Everyone I met
(admittedly not a random sample) agreed that the
Administration’s energy policies are poorly conceived. My
common refrain, “Drive a climate protester to their next
protest” was well received.
I met one investor who showed me returns from a series of
natural gas partnerships made annually over the past six
years. The most seasoned of these is generating returns of
120% pa, thanks to appreciating natural gas prices. The US has
many institutional advantages that meant the shale revolution
could only happen here. Least appreciated is the private
ownership of mineral rights, which Americans take for granted
but is unique as far as we know.
Britain is more typical, where property ownership extends down
a few feet at which point the government takes over. Shale
rock formations that hold hydrocarbons are not unique to the
US. Poland, the UK, Argentina and China all have potentially
accessible reserves, but their exploitation is held up by lack
of nearby water (China), numerous
complicate negotiations (Poland) or
(Argentina). In the UK, political
effort to a halt as locals complained

small landowners which
poor access to capital
opposition brought one
about the endless trucks

and earth tremors while climate extremists argued for 18 th
century lifestyles.
Now that energy security is superseding the energy transition,
the UK government is revisiting opposition to fracking. On
energy security the US is way ahead, in spite of incoherent
public policies.

The Losers From Quantitative
Easing
UK Prime Minister (PM) Liz Truss has reached “in office but
not in power” in record time. On September 6 th she met with
Queen Elizabeth II and formally became PM. Two days later the
Queen died, commencing a period of mourning that ended with

the monarch’s funeral on September 19th. Practically speaking,
that’s when Liz Truss’s hold on power began. Four days later
her government shocked markets by announcing £45BN ($50BN) in
tax cuts funded with borrowing.
Sterling collapsed and by September 28 th the Bank of England
had abandoned its balance sheet reduction (Quantitative
Tightening, or QT) in order to urgently restore financial
stability. In the UK bond market pension funds were dumping
thirty-year gilts, driving the yield from 3.5% to (briefly)
5%. Conservative party MPs are already discussing ways to dump
their new PM.
By Friday self-preservation and market turmoil had forced her
to abandon most of the plan, firing her Chancellor of the
Exchequer Kwasi Kwarteng for good measure. Truss will
henceforth be dodging political regicide following her
disastrous start. As the Economist devastatingly observed, her
shelf life is about the same as a lettuce.

UK residents are pondering how governmental ineptitude on an
epic scale has raised interest rates and made foreign trips

more expensive. The rest of us are wondering if it could
happen here.
Pension funds and leverage are a poor combination. The solemn
trust imposed on those that manage people’s retirement savings
requires ensuring market volatility never interferes.
Therefore, Liability Driven Investing (LDI), the proximate
cause of the turmoil, is worthy of examination. Anytime you
see Value at Risk (VaR) included in marketing literature aimed
at pension funds, as is the case with LDI, there’s a problem
lurking.
Defined Benefit (DB) pension funds are obliged to meet certain
obligations in the future, often linked to salary at
retirement. Defined Contribution (DC) plans (like 401Ks) are
becoming increasingly common, because employers prefer
shifting the investment risk to plan participants. The UK has
around 5 million people covered by DB plans with assets of
£1.8TN ($2TN). For comparison, the US has $16.8TN in DB plans
but $13.1TN is in Federal, state or local plans, many of which
are underfunded with unclear ultimate outcomes for retirees.
DB pension funds compare their assets with the Net Present
Value (NPV) of their obligations to figure out if they have a
surplus or deficit. Pensions are among the longest liabilities
around, and their NPV is acutely sensitive to changes in the
discount rate.
Because US public pension funds follow Governmental Accounting
Standards Board (GASB) rather than GAAP, they calculate the
NPV of their liabilities oddly, in that they use the rate of
return they think they’ll earn on their assets. It creates the
perverse incentive to add risky investments since they’ll
generally have a higher return, which in turn depresses the
NPV of their obligations (see Through the Looking Glass into
Public Pension Accounting). The average assumed return on US
public pension assets, and therefore the discount rate on
their liabilities, is just under 7%. Even though this has been

falling, it’s still wildly optimistic.
The UK government issues guidance for DB plan discount rates –
currently much lower than the US at around 2.5% depending on
the specifics of the plan.
Treasury Inflation Protected Securities (TIPs) offer a return
linked to inflation and are appealing to pension funds with
their long liabilities. In the UK index-linked gilts are
called “linkers.”

Real yields have been falling for years, and on US government
debt have at times been negative. The UK is a more extreme
version, presumably reflecting a relatively greater appetite
of UK pension funds to immunize inflation risk compared to
their US counterparts. The dearth of choices available to UK
pension funds is apparent in the 1.5% coupon with which the
now plunging 30 year gilts were issued just last year.
Investing at negative real yields guarantees reduced
purchasing power. Falling long term rates have hurt UK pension
funds by increasing the NPV of their liabilities. In theory
equities, which represent a perpetual claim on company

profits, ought to compensate. A 1% drop in a thirty year
discount rate increases the NPV of a payment due in thirty
years by 30% (ie the duration of a 30-year zero coupon bond
equals its maturity). Unfortunately, you can’t rely on stocks
going up by 30% at the same time.
UK pension plans sought advice on managing their exposure to
falling rates, and it was helpfully provided by firms such as
Russell Investments in the form of derivatives. Simply put,
LDI is a derivatives contract that generates a profit for the
pension fund when long term rates fall, the point being that
falling rates will lead to a lower discount rate and therefore
a bigger NPV of their pension obligations. LDI behaves like an
investment in long term bonds, but without the need to spend
cash to buy the bonds.
Derivatives contracts, like futures, require counterparties to
post margin to one another depending on which side of the
contract is in the money. The LDI models on which advice is
based are naturally complex and proprietary. Pension funds
probably relied on the assumption that losses on their LDI
trades would be offset by a reduced NPV of their liabilities,
and they could use pension contributions to provide additional
margin if required. VaR analysis from their consultants would
have provided reassurance.
Two things went wrong. One is that UK linker real yields fell
to deeply unattractive levels, causing pension funds to
explore risky alternatives. The second is that the new PM’s
ill-considered fiscal expansion caught the market off-guard,
driving yields up sharply. This in turn shredded VaR
assumptions, requiring untimely sales of securities by
pensions to cover margin calls on LDI losses. Derivatives
create leverage. On one level this is another story of too
much risk.
However, the underlying problem is low/negative real yields,
and these are caused in large part by Quantitative Easing

(QE). Society generally likes low borrowing costs, but every
borrower has a lender and pension funds are clearly QE-losers.
Central banks have been quicker to grow their balance sheets
with QE than to shrink them with QT.
Ironically, the Bank of England provided updated guidance on
QT on September 22, the day before Kwasi Kwarteng dropped his
fiscal bomb. Six days later they were buying again to mop up
the mess.
Buying bonds is now part of the central bank toolkit, and in
the US it’s virtually certain that the next recession will be
upon us before the Fed has shed its excess $TNs. Although real
yields have moved up recently, there’s little reason to think
their long term decline has ended. The problems of DB pensions
haven’t been solved. But the UK does seem like a unique case
of poor investment choices and an impetuous new PM.
Meanwhile the Fed is singularly focused on inflation which
increases the odds they’ll make another mistake, upon which
they’ll switch back to employment. QE will begin again,
becoming a permanent form of debt monetization. 2% long term
inflation is a poor bet. This FOMC shuns multi-tasking and
fixates on one metric at a time. That will be Jay Powell’s
legacy.

Energy’s
Marriage
The relationship between crude
is a perennial subject – why
midstream energy infrastructure
sector from the vicissitudes of

Asynchronous
oil prices and pipeline stocks
do the toll-like features of
sometimes fail to separate the
commodity markets?

The truth is they move together more at certain times than
others. The 2015 drop in crude caused by excessive production
in the US shale patch hit the pipeline sector – unreasonably
so since demand remained buoyant throughout. Pipeline stocks
rebounded faster than oil. The 2020 Covid collapse reflected a
sharp drop in demand because everyone was locked down, so
weakness in pipelines made sense although it was exacerbated
by some fund managers whose self-confidence exceeded their
ability (see MLP Closed End Funds – Masters Of Value
Destruction).

The relationship doesn’t just stand out during periods of
weakness. The American Energy Independence Index (AEITR) and
oil have marched more or less upward together for the past
couple of years, a relationship that has elicited few
complaints.

Measuring the relationship statistically reveals a positive
correlation of around 0.4. They move together, but not so
reliably as to allow for one to be used to hedge the other.
Our recent blog highlighting the cheapness of oil relative to
coal (see OPEC+ Strikes Back) drew several questions about the
outlook for crude and whether pipelines were a good way to
express a bullish view.

We do think the balance of risks is skewed to the upside.
Upstream companies probably offer a more straightforward way
to bet on rising crude. Midstream should do well in most
outcomes including flat commodity prices.
As we enter earnings season, Factset calculated that the
energy sector is all that stands between S&P500 3Q earnings
growth and a down quarter. Specifically, +2.4% versus –4.0%
ex-energy. Seven of the 11 S&P sectors are forecast to be
negative. Moreover, expected energy sector earnings have been
revised up this month, to $53.1BN from $50BN.
I will concede that at times the relentless outperformance of
a few enormous tech stocks left me less enthused than the
typical investor whose portfolio seemed stuffed full of FANG.
Therefore, from your blogger’s vantagepoint the recent
defanging of the market in favor of hard assets represents an
appropriate restoration of relative value.
Mike Shellenberger is an environmental advocate who has
written several books and is running as an independent against
California governor Gavin Newsom. I read Apocalypse Never: Why
Environmental Alarmism Hurts Us All, which offers a break from
the shrill alarmism common among many climate extremists with
a more sober assessment. Shellenberger is a big supporter of
nuclear power, as should be any serious proponent of efforts
to lower CO2 emissions. I haven’t read San Fransicko: Why
Progressives Ruin Cities but I suspect it offers some useful
insights because San Francisco is not what it used to be.
Shellenberger recently gave a presentation in Sydney,
Australia in which he argued that increased penetration of
intermittent energy into a grid raises its cost.
“The reason is easy to understand,” Shellenberger noted,
“Solar and wind produce too much energy when you don’t need
them and not enough energy when you do, and both of those
impose costs on the electrical grid.”

More solar panels and windmills require increased investment
in battery storage and reliable power (such as natural gas) to
be there when it’s not sunny or windy.
Electrification of our transport system requires substantial
investments in transmission, something Senator Joe Manchin’s
stalled effort to improve infrastructure permitting seeks to
improve. A few years ago Wood Mackenzie published research
that explored what increased Electric Vehicles (EVs) in Texas
would mean for their power grid, which operates independently
from the rest of the US.
Prajit Ghosh, Wood Mackenzie’s head of America’s power and
renewables research, showed that improvements in rapid
charging could require 1.2 megawatts of power to charge a
100KW battery in five minutes. Assuming as few as 60,000 EVs
in the state (Texas registers around 24 million cars) would
use 72 Gigawatts of power, more than half the state’s total
capacity. Simultaneous charging of EVs is implausible, except
perhaps if a hurricane was approaching and owners rushed to
anticipate power cuts when it would be a problem.
EVs make some sense, especially as charging becomes more
readily available and quicker. Every EV owner I know loves
their car, but also owns a conventional vehicle for long
journeys. But there’s no shortage of warnings that the
nation’s power grid isn’t ready. Increased electrification is
likely to support natural gas demand as much as weatherdependent power.
TC Energy recently announced plans to invest
first Canadian solar project, in Saddlebrook
the winter solstice sunset follows sunrise by
hours. For TC Energy it represents a minor
burnishes their green credentials.
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Investments in carbon capture appear more credible, having
received a boost in the US from the inaptly named Inflation

Reduction Act. Western Midstream and Occidental Petroleum
recently announced plans to jointly develop “carbon dioxide
(“CO2”) capture, transportation, utilization and sequestration
opportunities in and around their existing asset bases in the
Texas Delaware and Colorado DJ Basins.”
Alberta is selecting 19 proposals to build carbon storage hubs
across the province.
European demand for US natural gas remains strong, as shown by
Atlantic LNG tanker rates reaching an all-time high of
$397,500 per day. Morgan Stanley recently added up agreements
signed since the late February Russian invasion to export
61.27 million tons per annum. In aggregate this is 8 Billion
cubic Feet per Day (BCF/D), compared with current US
production of around 100 BCF/D and LNG export capacity of
around 11 BCF/D. The agreements generally begin 2025-26,
reflecting the lead time required to build LNG export
facilities. US natural gas is what the world wants.
We have three funds that seek to profit from this environment:
Energy Mutual Fund
Energy ETF
Inflation Fund

OPEC+ Strikes Back
Recently Shell’s CEO commented that China had added more coal
production capacity during the third quarter than Shell’s
entire global energy production. It is a response to high
prices. We don’t often write about coal because we’re not
invested in it. Prices have more than doubled over the past

year, although were lower in September (the Fed St Louis
series shown is through August). Unburdened by ESG and not
visited by Greta, only China can explain how this is
consistent with curbing CO2 emissions.
If they do start
falling as promised in 2030 it will likely be from a higher
level than they currently project.
Interestingly, coal prices compared with crude oil on a BTUequivalent basis recently converged, for the first time in at
least thirty years. They’re not direct substitutes other than
in some cases for power generation. Relative to coal, crude
oil is historically cheap. The Biden administration does not
see it this way, but OPEC+ does.

Aramco Chief Executive Amin Nasser recently warned people are
“…focusing on what will happen to demand if recession happens
in different parts of the world, they are not focusing on
supply fundamentals.” At the same conference, Shell Chief
Executive Ben van Beurden said current high prices do not
easily translate into a shift in capital allocation given it
can take decades for oil and gas projects to produce and start
paying off.

Predicting commodity prices isn’t easy, but it does seem that
for crude oil the risks are skewed to the upside. Recession
fears are widespread, but it’s still not the most likely
outcome. The actual drop in OPEC+ output is likely to be
around 1.2 Million Barrels per Day (MMB/D) rather than the 2
MMB/D advertised, because several countries are already
struggling to produce at their current quota. Nonetheless,
Goldman Sachs raised their estimate for crude by $10, to $110
for this quarter and $115 next quarter. “Price risks are
skewed potentially even higher,” says Damien Courvalin, head
of energy research.

Growth capex has been falling for several years, and as
Shell’s van Beurden noted lead times are long. Energy security
has suddenly become a priority for Europe following years of
policies based on the unsteady foundation that supply would
always be there. Without betraying a smile, OPEC SecretaryGeneral Haitham Al-Ghais noted that “Energy security has a
price, as well.” He could have added disingenuously that the
higher prices OPEC is engineering will stimulate additional
investment in future production, something western governments
are loathe to do.
Bloomberg columnist Javier Blas wrote, “Currently, oil
investment is geared toward a world of stagnant, or even
falling, demand — in line with climate-change goals to slash
fossil-fuel emissions. The problem is that oil demand not only
isn’t declining, but so far this year it’s increasing.”
This is why Goldman’s head of commodity research Jeff Currie
argues that the ESG movement is impeding the capex cycle
response that would normally follow high prices (see Liberal
Energy Policies Remain Good For Investors). Remember to hug a
climate protester and drive them to their next protest.

Unlike most OECD countries, Britain has recognized that they
need more energy that is reliable. They recently made more
licenses available to drill for oil and gas in the North Sea.
On cue Greenpeace announced they would be filing a court
challenge, confirming the Currie doctrine linking ESG with
reduced supply and higher prices.

In the US, the number of Drilled but Uncompleted wells (DUCS)
continues to slide, reflecting maintained capital discipline
by US E&P companies and skepticism that concern about oil and
gas supply will last beyond next month’s midterm elections.

For casual observers energy has been an underperforming sector
until recently. It may surprise some to learn that over the
past three years midstream energy infrastructure as defined by
the American Energy Independence Index (AEITR) has beaten the
S&P500 by 4.3% pa. Over the past five years the
underperformance gap has narrowed to 1.9% pa. At the end of
last year, the AEITR trailing five year return lagged the
S&P500 by a whopping 14.7% pa. On current trends it won’t be
long before pipelines will be ahead of the S&P500 on this
measure.

3Q earnings season should provide further evidence of strong
dividend coverage, continued growth in cashflows, improving
leverage and restrained growth capex. In addition, the direct
link to PPI incorporated in many pipeline contracts provides
protection against inflation. In a sea of red ink this year,
the sector is an uncommon source of green.
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What’s Next For Tellurian?
Tellurian (TELL) CEO Charif Souki is one of the more colorful
executives in the energy sector. In his book The Frackers, WSJ
journalist Gregory Zuckerman memorably chronicles his career
from a “shaggy-haired Lebanese immigrant” who spent seven
years in Aspen where he “skied and bummed around” to founding
Cheniere, today’s leading exporter of US Liquefied Natural Gas
(LNG).
In 2016 Souki founded Tellurian, planning to develop a
greenfield LNG export terminal (Driftwood). It was to be the
next Cheniere. He assembled a team of former colleagues and
set about designing the facility and signing contracts for
construction and LNG shipments. Rounding up enough customers
who will commit to long-term Sale and Purchase Agreements
(SPAs) is necessary to obtain financing and reach Final
Investment Decision (FID). It’s how all these projects
progress. There’s no alternate use for an LNG facility, so
twenty year contracts are the norm.
Today Souki’s weekly videos draw several
Youtube. Sycophantic comments are posted by
always seemed TELL was one SPA away from
Souki is the rare CEO who offers a regular
on his business.

thousand views on
true believers. It
FID on Driftwood.
public perspective

In a recent video Souki conceded to “tactical errors” which
explain TELL’s slumping stock price. Convinced that the spread
between foreign natural gas benchmarks and the US represents a
long-term profit opportunity, TELL sought to retain the price
risk in the SPAs they negotiated. Cheniere and most other
exporters charge a liquefaction fee and seek to avoid exposure
to commodity prices. This creates more stable, visible
cashflows which lowers their cost of capital.
As Cheniere has shown, they still retain price risk on some

contracts which has allowed them to raise their EBITDA
guidance three times this year. TELL’s approach offers more
upside if differentials remain wide, but the higher risk
profile has made investors wary. Large pricing discrepancies
have a way of self-correcting. The US is likely to attract
manufacturing from Europe because of our cheaper energy, which
may push domestic natural gas prices higher and European ones
lower.
In August 2021 TELL raised $100 million in a secondary
offering at $3 per share, a 25% discount to the prevailing
price. Later that year they paid $8 million in cash incentive
compensation to senior executives. Once again betraying his
risk appetite, Souki publicly contemplated using the balance
of the proceeds to help acquire an upstream natural gas E&P
company. Although this type of vertical integration made sense
with their desire to retain natural gas price risk, TELL
should have been positioning itself as the seller not buyer in
such a transaction.
Since then TELL has visibly struggled to obtain the financing
necessary to build Driftwood. Russia’s invasion of Ukraine
provided a boost to the US LNG sector, and Souki must have
salivated at the huge prices European buyers have paid for LNG
shipments. In March TELL announced construction of Driftwood
had begun, in an attempt to create a sense of inevitability
around their plans and draw investors in.

Falling stock and bond markets have reduced risk appetites.
Last month TELL pulled a bond offering, presumably because the
yield investors required was too high. In his recent video,
Souki acknowledged that retaining price exposure to natural
gas had been a mistake. They recently let two SPAs lapse.
There is no longer any clear timeframe for FID on Driftwood.
Souki is used to adversity. Cheniere was originally planning
to import LNG to compensate for falling domestic production.
The Shale Revolution turned this calculus upside down. Souki
pivoted to developing an export business – a non-trivial
change since regassifying LNG imports uses very different
equipment than chilling natural gas and loading it onto LNG
tankers.
In spite of this success, in 2015 Souki was forced out of
Cheniere by Carl Icahn who objected to excessive compensation
and Souki’s desire to create a marketing arm to trade natural
gas. He soon founded Tellurian.
Last year Souki received total compensation of $20,182,005
according to TELL’s proxy statement. Even Kinder Morgan, not
known for a parsimonious philosophy towards its senior

executives, restrained themselves to $18 million for CEO Steve
Kean. There aren’t many analogous LNG start-up companies –
NextDecade (NEXT) is the only true comparable. So TELL’s list
of peers for compensation consists of profitable companies
whose operations are generating positive cash flow, not
something TELL can currently boast.
NEXT is included in TELL’s peer group, and paid its CEO
Matthew Schatzman $9,202,686 last year. Even Cheniere’s CEO
Jack Fusco was paid less than Souki last year at $18,091,084.
Charif Souki’s problem, identified by Carl Icahn back in 2015
when he was on Cheniere’s board of directors, is that he likes
pay for performance in advance.
Stock prices for TELL and NEXT were approximately tracking
each other through Russia’s invasion in February which boosted
both. But in recent months TELL has slumped as investors tired
of the promised financing to reach FID on Driftwood. Meanwhile
NEXT has pushed ahead with signing SPAs, and we think they
will reach FID on two, possibly three “trains” to deliver LNG
to awaiting tankers by the end of this year. Of the two, NEXT
now seems much more likely to execute their plan.
Souki offered his mea culpa on Youtube which was forthright of
him even if he didn’t offer to return some of his already
advanced performance-based compensation.
The lesson here is that investing alongside Charif Souki may
work out – it did at Cheniere. But it always works out for
Souki. Expect to see repriced stock option awards as a
necessary step to keep him motivated. Whatever comes next for
TELL, we think NEXT is a better run company.
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Inflation Expectations
Too Optimistic

Are

Although inflation has soared to levels not seen in forty
years, expectations for future inflation have stayed
remarkably low. This is evident in the bond market, where the
spread between five year treasury notes and five year Treasury
Inflation Protected Securities (TIPS) is 2.4%, implying
average inflation of that level. The forecast over ten years
is similar. Inflation over the next year is clearly going to
be higher. JPMorgan estimates around 4.5%. So one can infer
that the bond market is forecasting inflation starting in one
year of less than 2%.
Such low rates suggest a virtually unshaken confidence in the
Fed’s ability to restore price stability. Moreover, the CPI
tends to run 0.2%-0.4% higher than the Personal Consumption
Expenditures (PCE) Deflator, the Fed’s preferred measure. This
is because the weights in the PCE update dynamically to
reflect actual consumption, whereas the CPI weights are
updated once a decade.

The Fed could interpret these market-based forecasts to show
that long term inflation doesn’t present a problem. While it’s
true that ten year inflation expectations have been trending
higher since the pandemic, it peaked in April at 3% and has
been declining ever since.
It’s possible that Quantitative Easing distorted the market
forecasts that the bond market would otherwise provide.
Although the Fed is now letting its holdings run off, they
still hold over $5.7TN in treasury securities and $2.7TN in
mortgage-backed securities. Return-insensitive investors
including from Japan ($1.3TN) and China ($1TN) keep yields
lower than they would be otherwise, reducing the inflation
forecast embedded.
But the Federal Reserve also owns almost $400BN in TIPs, where
their buying would have the opposite effect on inflation
expectations. It’s hard to say what the net distortion is, if
any. The Fed owns 24% of our $21.25TN in bills, notes and
bonds outstanding versus 26% of the TIPS. Central bank
activity since the 2008-09 financial crisis has rendered the
forecasts embedded in the bond market less useful.

Other measures of future inflation confirm the benign outlook
of bond investors. The University of Michigan survey shows
consumers expect 3% inflation over the next five years and
5.1% over the next twelve months, which implies around 2.5%
after one year.
The constrained outlook provides the Fed with an excuse to
pause tightening (i.e. declare victory and withdraw) at any
time. They seem to be focused on current data even though
monetary policy is widely understood to impact with a
considerable lag. There seems to be no risk premium to allow
for the possibility that inflation fails to return to 2% in a
timely manner.
Goldman’s global head of Commodities Research provided an
interesting perspective on the Meb Faber Show (podcast) last
week. For at least a year after inflation surged the Fed
blamed supply problems related to the pandemic. In abandoning
“transitory” they embraced the traditional approach of
tightening policy to slow demand.
Currie argues that demand for commodities is driven by
developing countries where most of the world’s population is

striving for higher living standards and consuming more of
everything. Proponents of ESG investing are impeding the capex
cycle that would typically see greater investment in supply in
response to higher prices.
For example, the Dallas Fed Energy Survey found widespread
concern among executives about public policy. Comments
included this: “The biggest issue we have in our industry is
the federal government, which advocates for our extinction.
This has affected our ability to hire new, young talent from
colleges because they’ve been brainwashed into believing that
our industry is bad and that our industry is disappearing,
with no future for them. This will be an issue in our industry
and the public will pay with higher commodity costs. The
capital being chased out of our industry is leading to less
supply, and that always leads to higher prices.” He might have
added that rising interest rates also impede the investment of
capital in new production.
This illustrates how environmental extremism is inflationary.
By attacking supply without addressing demand, it impedes
investment in new supply. Fortunately, public companies are
starting to push back. When Rep Rashida Tlaib (D-MI) asked
JPMorgan CEO Jamie Dimon if he would endorse her ESG platform
by ceasing funding of new oil and gas projects, Dimon
responded, “That would be the road to hell for America.”
Goldman’s Currie argues that this commodity cycle will see a
constrained investment in new supply because of lunatics like
Tlaib.
In the UK, newly installed Chancellor of the Exchequer (US
equivalent is Treasury Secretary) Kwasi Kwarteng is likely to
become the shortest-tenured in history. The UK is showing what
happens when US-style fiscal profligacy is attempted without
the benefit of being a superpower issuing the world’s reserve
currency. An op-ed in the Financial Times described the
borrowing splurge to fund elimination of the top rate of
income tax as “Reaganomics without the dollar.”

UK bond yields have soared, prompting the Bank of England to
shelve plans to reduce their balance sheet in order to support
the market. Conservative PM Truss, half of whose three weeks
in office has been spent in mourning for the late Queen with
the other half managing a self-induced crisis, blames Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine for the bullet in her foot.
Britain’s GDP growth ranks 19 th in the G20, only ahead of
Russia.
Sometimes voters make choices that aren’t in their best
interests. Brexit is the proximate cause of sluggish UK
growth, by choosing increased barriers to trade with the EU
and by extension to most of the free world. Truss’s fiscal
expansion is a response of the party that championed Brexit to
its dismal economic result. Critics include the IMF, Ray
Dalio, and Atlanta Fed president Raphael Bostic.
The hapless UK chancellor dubbed “Kami-Kwasi” by the tabloid
press is likely to be sacrificed as a face-saving measure
before the proposed fiscal expansion is inevitably diluted. If
US politics gets you down, following the UK will remind that
things could be worse.
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Natural Gas Demand Remains
Firm
Midstream energy infrastructure lagged the market sharply
following last week’s FOMC meeting with its revised dot plot.
The odds of a recession have increased. Although
infrastructure businesses have very visible cashflows, enough

holders operate on a hair trigger that requires little
inducement to sell. It’s doubtful you’ll see any revision to
guidance as a result of the last few days.
Increasing demand for US natural gas provides a strong
underpinning. NextDecade was the subject of a positive article
by RBN Energy (see Jump In The Line, Part 4 – NextDecade Eyes
FID On Rio Grande LNG Project With Carbon Capture). They have
signed commitments for 75% of the capacity of their first two
Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) trains – the name given to the
structures that chill and condense methane before its loaded
onto specialized LNG tankers.
A Final Investment Decision (FID) to move ahead with
construction of the Rio Grande LNG facility in Brownsville, TX
is expected before year’s end. Further selling agreements may
result in FID on three trains. At its full capacity of five
trains, NextDecade’s Rio Grande LNG terminal will ship 3.6
Billion Cubic Feet per Day (BCF/D) of natural gas. Cheniere,
the leader, currently ships 5-6 BCF/D. NextDecade also
promises to capture 90% of the CO2 expended at Rio Grande, a
feature
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European

US LNG exports will increase, but the results will take
several years to show up given the complexity of construction.
LNG contracts are typically designed with a liquefaction fee
and limited price exposure to natural gas for the LNG
operator.
NextDecade’s success contrasts with Tellurian’s struggles to
obtain financing for their project. Tellurian’s bullish view
on natural gas prices meant they structured agreements such
that they retained price risk. Consequently, they have found
it hard to attract investors for this riskier business model.
Two selling agreements recently lapsed, so Tellurian moved a
step farther away from FID.
Meanwhile, some US drillers are prioritizing natural gas
production over crude oil. In west Texas, “associated gas”
produced along with crude oil, has often been flared – capture
and transportation being unprofitable. Today that is
reversing, as increased global demand for LNG trickles through
the energy sector (see Dregs of US Oil Patch Are More in
Demand Than Crude Itself).
Critics of the Federal Reserve are finding more ammunition.

Former NY Fed president Bill Dudley believes the Fed is
underplaying the pain of inflation fighting. He thinks the
unemployment rate (currently 3.6%) will need to rise much
higher than the FOMC projected peak of 4.4% in order to
meaningfully impact inflation. He notes still very benign long
term inflation expectations – ten years of 2.4% based on US
treasuries. Dudley fears that the Fed will lose support for
its policies when it becomes clear rates must move higher than
expected.
We’ve pointed out the weaknesses in Owners’ Equivalent Rent
(OER), the statisticians’ measure of the service (shelter) a
home provides (see The Fed Is Misreading Housing Inflation).
Yesterday the Case Shiller 10-city composite index of home
prices recorded a 14.9% annual increase, down from 17.4% the
prior month.

Home price index futures (yes, they do exist) present a gloomy
outlook for housing. CME Metro Area Housing Index futures
imply a 9% drop over the next year. At the depths of the
2008-09 financial crisis the Case Shiller Metro Area Home
Price Index (on which the futures are based) registered a

–12.8% annual drop in February 2009.
If the market forecast is correct, we’re in for more than just
a little softness. Nonetheless Fed chair Jay Powell said at
last week’s press conference that he expects shelter inflation
to, “remain pretty high for a while.” He knows OER has little
to do with home prices.
We continue to think that over the long term 3% inflation is
more likely than 2%. Voters long ago ditched any tolerance for
pain to reduce the Federal deficit, the outlook for which
steadily worsens. There’s no reason to believe that higher
unemployment today in search of lower inflation tomorrow will
garner widespread support once the newly unemployed realize
they’ve been sacrificed for the greater good.
For evidence of today’s demand for pain-free economics, look
no further than the president’s student loan forgiveness
program which the nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office
(CBO) estimates will cost $400BN. Even the New York Times
seems to have lost some enthusiasm. Critics note that the CBO
analysis excluded, “a plan to reduce payments for future
borrowers who go on to earn low incomes after college, which
outside analysts say could cost hundreds of billions of
dollars more.”
You might think that, since the student loan problem is caused
by young people borrowing to purchase educations inadequate to
subsequently deliver sufficient income for repayment,
thoughtful policy might seek to dissuade more of the same.
Apparently all this can be achieved through an executive
action by the president. A country where such is possible
seems likely to find slow debt monetization with 3-4%
inflation preferable to fiscal and monetary discipline. We
believe midstream energy infrastructure offers attractive
upside in such circumstances.
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